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About This Game

Post Apocalyptic Mayhem lets you race and battle heavily-modified vehicles through numerous breathtaking tracks and lay
waste to other racers in over-the-top vehicular mayhem. You can use special vehicle abilities to cause spectacular destruction to
enemy cars as you fight and speed to victory. You’ll experience remarkable speeds, hilarious and violent weapons, reinforced

vehicles and various exhilarating tracks.
The game offers various intense race modes to allow you to showcase both your driving and battling skills. PAM features an

accessible physics-based driving model that allows you to sense the immense speed of all the post apocalyptic vehicles as well as
feel every bone-jarring impact from both weapons and the tracks. Play single-player or battle up to five friends in online

multiplayer mode.

Key Features:

Vehicles – PAM offers numerous post apocalyptic vehicles. All the Vehicles are heavily-modified and extremely
menacing. All Vehicles are heavy-duty, reinforced and are able to take and give a lot abuse. The vehicles all look like
they can quickly and easily travel over the newly scorched wasteland while effortlessly smashing other vehicle along the
way.

Weapons – All of the vehicles have three unique and powerful abilities that they can use to severely damage opposition
vehicles: one front attack, a side attack and a rear attack. A Player can receive these special abilities by picking up
Special Ability Barrels that are placed throughout all of the tracks. When a vehicle runs over a Special Ability Barrel, the
vehicle will gain that specific ability and the Player will be able to use it whenever they prefer.
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Multiplayer – Intense Online Multiplayer racing for up to 6 players.

Environments – The PAM tracks will be able to give players numerous options while racing as well as create intense
areas for the all important collisions. All Tracks will contain:

Awe-inspiring apocalyptic environments.

Various paths around certain areas of the tracks.

Funnel areas were players are forced to drive in close quarters with other vehicles.

Huge Jumps.

Numerous compelling and completely unique tracks.

Achievements – 35 Steam achievements to be earned and displayed proudly.

Online Leader Boards – Every kill, every race and every result will be recorded and uploaded to online leader boards
for bragging rights and fueled competition.
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Publisher:
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Post Apocalyptic Mayhem has to be the most underrated racing games on Steam. My family and I play this game every week, I
liked it so much we have a copy on both accounts. I realized I hadn't wrote a review for this awesome game and now I will solve
this overdue problem. The handling of the cars is easy enough that when my son was three years old he played this and it quickly
became his favorite. There are twelve cars to choose from, seven tracks but the Winter Wasteland is just the first track
Wasteland with snow. There is single player and multiplayer. In Multiplayer there is ranked and unranked options. In Unranked
racing by time or kills is selectable. There are three difficulty levels. The multiplayer is pretty empty but that just means you
arrange games with friends and the steam group for this game. Each car has three weapons and has a nitro boost. A front
weapon, a side weapon, and a rear weapon. Use the appropriate weapon to attack cars that are near you. To win kills are more
important than placing at the end of the race. When driving around the tracks your car can collect barrels of the appropriate
color for each weapon by driving through them to collect them then you choose them when cars are near you. For viewing the
rear window pressing down lets one peak out the back window to see how close the other cars are. Sadly there is no local co-op
but that is okay as there is multiplayer. My son doesn't like to play multiplayer too often with me as he is five and likes to win,
but it is still fun in my opinion. Buy the game you will not be disappointed! If you are hesitant by it on sale and enjoy a
wonderful awesome game!. Love it. One of the last car wrecking games out there. WHY AREN'T MORE OF THESE MADE
ANYMORE, LIKE DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 and TWISTED METAL ( the first one, not the cashgrabs that followed ).. First
and foremost I strongly disagree with the metascore, strongly.
If I were to describe this game in just one word I'd without a doubt FUNNY.
Despite having less tracks than I'd want it is a blast to play with friends, and it's not expensive.
I really like how the powerup system was made and it never gets boring to explode other cars.
If you like this kind of racing games give it a shot!

*If you intend to play it online alone I have to say that you'll have a hard time finding people playing except during sales. If you
have 2 friends grab a 3-Pack and enjoy!. This game is surprisingly fun for its metascore. It has a Rock N Roll racing, arcade
style feel because you have to pick up weapons from the track and the focus is on competing for those powerups and killing
your opponents. However, its not a racing game. First place is measured by kills, so pulling ahead of your opponents where its
difficult to damage them, actually results in a loss. The game needs some balance between racing and being a meat grinder,
otherwise theres no reason to follow a course at all, just make it thunderdome.. A game that should be more fun that it actually
is unfortunately but for cheap it's a nice diversion for a bit. Still there are better combat racers out there so give it a try for cheap
but you won't be missing out on anything special if you don't.

EDIT: Just fired up on a lark and this game is basically a really lame rip-off on the twisted metal brand that doesn't even come
close to delivering a competent car racing combat experience. No way should such a shoddy game have a positive rating even if
it was free to play.. It's not twisted metal... but it's still a lot off fun. You have limited weapons and limited use of them. Which
to me doesn't exactly spell MAYHEM... but it does teach you to be a little more strategic. It could definitely use a few arena
type maps or modes. It's great to play with friends and blast them to kingdom come! Definitely worth throwing a few (insert
currency here) at!
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A decent racing-themed car brawler where the aim (in the main game modes) is to blow up opposing racers as many times as
possible within a time limit by picking up bonuses from the track which enable you to use one of your three combat abilities,
which for multiplayer purposes seem pretty unbalanced between the cars, but for single player interest there is a fair range of
different preferences catered for - you have cars (trucks, ice cream vans) whose best weapons are laid like mines ahead of the
enemy racers, others that need to be adjacent to the target for best (or only) results, and others that attack from behind, with a
couple with a mix of options.

The racing, particularly single player isn't too great, the controls aren't the smoothest and most of the time where you placed in
the race is irrelevant compared to how much mayhem you inflicted - racing far ahead is usually easy, even on the tougher
difficulties of most tracks, but means you will have no one around to attack, thus guaranteeing a loss, so the main advantage is
first choice of which bonus to pick up before moving to the appropriate position to use it.

The tracks have a reasonable variety, which a strong preference for lots of jumps and other risky locations to crash and burn,
either unaided or with some help from your friendly competition, but the directions are well signposted so the learning curve of
new tracks isn't too steep in most cases. The graphics are servicable enough but not amazing, and audio does the job well
enough.

So overall it is a bit of fun, but be aware the multiplayer side of things is sparse (if that) unless you bring your own, and even if
you do don't expect a fair fight, but nevertheless it is a reasonable game.. Racing, weapons, and a cheap price what more could
you want. :). I love this game!!! The best is: no communication. So the brainless kids can't flame. You just feel how they cry
cause of rage. XD. 6\/10 ok for the price
Is this the best shooting racer in the world?
Probably not.
Is this game a whole lot of fun with a lot of replay value?
Hell yeah!
If you have a controller, grab this and put it up on "Big Picture" mode.. Have you ever watched the movie The Road Warrior?
Have you ever watched the climatic, carnage-filled final chase scene and thought, "Man, I wish I could do that!"? Have you ever
secretly fapped to that scene? If you answered yes to either or both of those last two questions, you might want to check out this
game before seeking professional help.

Post Apocalyptic Mayhem is not a great racing game. Nor is it a great smah 'em up. But it is a decent hybrid of those two genres
that provides some easy to get into and humorous fun (any game that has a metal version of 'Jingle Bells' in the set list gets a
smile from me). There's a handful of cars, a handful of tracks and a couple of different play modes that provides some variety.
That said, I don't think there's enough to justify the normal full price of the game. Pick it up on sale.. Very enjoyable game. race
with your friends to kick their butts out
Make love not war.. \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u043d\u0435 \u043e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c ,\u043d\u043e
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c \u043c\u043e\u0436\u043d\u043e.. I've been playing this game back then when i was
younger LOVED IT. Still loving it
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